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DESY 08-111Some News about Generalised Parton Distributions �Markus DiehlDeutshes Elektronen-Synhroton DESY22603 Hamburg - GermanyI briey disuss some reent developments (and reall some old news) in the theory andphenomenology of generalised parton distributions.1 Parametrising generalised parton distributions
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Figure 1: Basi variables desribing a GPD.
As experimental data on deeply virtual Comp-ton sattering (DVCS) and on exlusive mesonprodution is beoming more and more pre-ise [2℄, the demands on an adequate theorydesription are rising. An important part ofany theoretial analysis using the frameworkof generalised parton distributions (GPDs) isto devise a parametrisation of these funtions.This is a omplex task sine GPDs depend ontwo independent momentum frations x and �and on the invariant momentum transfer t (seeFig. 1) and sine the dependene on these variables is subjet to a number of onsistenyonstraints. Understanding this dependene is, however, not only a pratial neessity butan improve our very understanding of how partons are distributed in the nuleon.An important onstraint on GPDs is the so-alled polynomiality property: the nth Mellinmoment in x is a polynomial in � with degree n or n�1, depending on the partiular GPD inquestion. Being a diret onsequene of Lorentz invariane, this has turned out to be essentialeven at the pratial level, sine it is required for the onsisteny of dispersion relations forthe proesses where GPDs appear (see below). Several methods that ensure this propertyin the onstrution of GPD parametrisations have been used in phenomenology:� the double distribution representation of GPDs. The Radyushkin-Musatov ansatz [3, 4℄has been used in a large number of appliations|inluding the VGG ode [5℄|but itshould be emphasized that this is only one partiular ansatz for the form of doubledistributions. A Polyakov-Weiss D-term [6℄ is typially added to this ansatz so as toprovide the term of order �n in the nth Mellin moment of the distributions H and E. Inreent work [7℄ the question was raised whether suh a D-term an indeed be freely hosenor whether it is already �xed by the double distribution piee due to further onsistenyrequirements.Reall also that there are several alternative double distribution representations of GPDswhih generate the term of order �n in the Mellin moments by themselves and hene donot require a D-term from the start [8℄.�Talk given at the 16th International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering and Related Subjets,University College London, England, 7{11 April 2008 [1℄DIS 2008 1
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� the so-alled dual parametrisation [9℄ starts with a partial-wave deomposition in the t-hannel and resums these partial waves into a series of two-variable funtions (in ontrastto the double distribution ase, where one deals with a single three-variable funtion).In pratial appliations, only the �rst or the �rst two funtions in this series have beenretained.Let me note that, in analogy to the magneti and eletri ombinations of the Dira andPauli form fators, the t-hannel partial waves are desribed by the ombinations H +Eand H+ t4m2E of GPDs [10℄. This feature is not inorporated in the parametrisations [9℄.� an ansatz for the Gegenbauer, or onformal moments of the GPDs [7℄. These momentsdepend on �, t and a moment index j, whih is to be onsidered as a variable in theomplex plane in order to retrieve the GPDs. This method generalises the representationof usual parton densities in terms of their Mellin moments, and it has the advantage thatevolution and �s orretions an be implemented at NLO and partially at NNLO in atehnially simple and numerially eÆient way.The lowest Mellin moments of the quark GPDs Hq and Eq are related to the eletromag-neti Dira and Paul form fators, whih are well measured experimentally and are typiallyused as onstraints in GPD parametrisations. Similarly, the axial form fator gives thelowest moment of ~Hu � ~Hd. Signi�ant progress is being made in alulating higher Mellinmoments of quark GPDs on the lattie [11℄. Qualitative features found in these alulationsprovide guidane for parametrising GPDs already now, and eventually one an hope to uselattie results as a quantitative input.An indiret onstraint on the nuleon-heliity ip distribution Eg for gluons is providedby the sum rule R dxEg +Pq R dx xEq = 0 at t = 0 and � = 0. Lattie alulationsgive a very small result for Pq R dx xEq , with large anellations between u and d quarkontributions. This is in line with the small value of the lowest momentPq R dxEq inferredfrom the magneti moments of proton and neutron. Under the assumption that Eg does nothange unusually fast when going to �nite t and �, the above sum rule hene implies thatthe distribution Eg is itself small|in ontrast to its ounterpart Hg|unless it has one ormore nodes in x. Current models [12, 13℄ do not allow for suh nodes (for whih there is noindiation from data) and onsequently have Eg muh smaller than Eu or Ed. Going bakto the point t = 0 and � = 0, one should note that if R dxEg is small then the total angularmomentum 12 R dx (Hg +Eg) arried by gluons in the nuleon aording to Ji's sum rule israther large, beause R dxHg = R dx xg(x) is about one half.Further nontrivial onstraints on GPDs are positivity onditions, whih ensure the inter-pretation of GPDs as densities or interferene terms in impat parameter spae. As in thease of the usual parton densities, positivity onditions are preserved by leading-order evo-lution to higher sales but need not hold at NLO or beyond. It seems reasonable to demandsome explanation in ases where they break down (e.g. in the region of very small x, whereNLO orretions are known to beome important). The most general form of the positivityonditions for GPDs is quite involved [14℄. Simpli�ed versions onern the skewness e�etand give e.g. an upper limit on Hq(x; �; t) for x > � in terms of the geometri mean ofthe quark densities evaluated at (x � �)=(1� �) [15, 3℄. To implement or even hek theseonstraints in GPD parametrisations is diÆult and most often not done. An exeption areapproahes based on alulating double distributions in spetator models [16℄, whih allowboth polynomiality and positivity to be implemented automatially, but so far have barelybeen used in phenomenologial studies. A di�erent type of simpli�ed positivity ondition2 DIS 2008



involves the GPDs at � = 0 and limits for instane E in terms of H and ~H [17℄. For simpleanalyti forms of the GPDs these onditions an readily be heked|unfortunately this isnot always done in pratie.An approximate power-law dependene at small x, as suggested by simple Regge phe-nomenology, works well in phenomenologial parametrisations of the usual parton densities,and it is natural to extend this to a behaviour proportional to x�(�+�0t) for GPDs. It isimportant to note that DGLAP evolution hanges the value of the e�etive shrinkage pa-rameter �0 with the fatorization sale [18℄, just as it hanges the value of the e�etive power� at t = 0. This hange an be rather slow, so that the mixing of gluons and sea quarksunder evolution does not by itself guarantee that �0 is similar for these partons at moderatesales [18℄.2 From exlusive proesses to GPDsIt is well known that, to leading order in �s, the imaginary part of the amplitude for DVCSor light meson prodution involves only GPDs at the speial points x = � and x = ��.While the impat parameter representation is somewhat involved for GPDs at nonzero �[19℄, it simply gives the distane between the struk parton and the spetator system in thisase [20℄.Whereas the fatorization formula for the real part of the DVCS or meson produtionamplitude requires the GPDs in the full x-region, a representation based on dispersionrelations [21℄ involves, at leading order, only the GPDs at jxj = � plus a subtration termwhih depends on the oeÆients of �n in R dx xn�1H(x; �; t) and an hene be expressedthrough the D-term in the Polyakov-Weiss representation. This implies that at tree-levelauray, exlusive proesses are only sensitive to GPDs at jxj = � and to one t-dependentsubtration term for eah parton speies. Both the evolution of the GPDs and expliit NLOorretions to the amplitude involve the region jxj � �, in addition to a more ompliatedsubtration onstant [10, 7℄. To aess this information experimentally, one must be sensitiveto violations of Bjorken saling and thus needs a suÆient lever arm in Q2 at given xB .The polynomiality of Mellin moments, whih ties together the GPDs at jxj < � and atjxj � �, is ruial for the onsisteny of the dispersion relations just mentioned. In [7℄ anexpliit onstrution is given that allows one to reonstrut a GPD in the region jxj < �from its knowledge at jxj � �, apart from a possible D-term ambiguity.Deeply virtual Compton sattering not only o�ers a large number of observables thatan be evaluated in the GPD framework [22℄ but is also under very good theoretial ontrol,with radiative orretions known at NLO and in part at NNLO. In numerial studies theseorretions were found to be of moderate size [23℄, exept for important e�ets in salingviolation at small x, whih are of the same nature as those in inlusive DIS and stem fromthe behavior of the singlet evolution kernels. Nevertheless, NLO orretions of the order of20% are not unommon in ollider or �xed-target kinematis. While a leading-order analysisof DVCS data should be adequate to reveal basi features and to provide a starting point, Isee no good reason why analyses should be limited to leading order (inluding the neglet ofevolution) as experimental data is beoming more preise. The NLO sattering amplitudesfor DVCS are reasonably simple for pratial use, and the LO evolution of GPDs has beenimplemented in a fast numerial ode [24℄.Meson prodution is harder to analyse quantitatively, as both power orretions [13℄and higher orders in �s [25, 12℄ are larger than for DVCS aording to the estimates inDIS 2008 3
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